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thriller drama film directed by Kunal Deshmukh. The film stars Priyanka Chopra, Ravi Kishan, Kaushik Sen, Gautami Kapila, Sayaji Shinde, Shraddha Kapoor, Ushna A Khan, Manoj Pahwa and Sanjeev
Jog. Aparichit is a 2017 Indian suspense thriller drama film directed by Kunal Deshmukh. The film stars Priyanka Chopra, Ravi Kishan, Kaushik Sen, Gautami Kapila, Sayaji Shinde, Shraddha Kapoor,
Ushna A Khan, Manoj Pahwa and Sanjeev Jog. Aparichit features Priyanka Chopra and Ravi Kishan in the lead roles. It is a remake of the 2013 Telugu film Aparichit released by himself. Aparichit is a
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Reds now being priced out of the transfer. As reported by ESPN FC, the club are being priced out of the deal should Arsenal decide to sell the striker, who they purchased from Chelsea for £12m back in
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